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,%!0 INCLUDES THREE PRIMARY AND CONCURRENT STRANDS OF WORK
A RESEARCH INITIATIVE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE ON THE ESSENTIAL LEARNING OUTCOMES OF A
LIBERAL EDUCATION AND PERIODIC REPORTS ON PROGRESS IN HELPING STUDENTS MEET TWENTY ½RST
CENTURY EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS
THE #AMPUS !CTION .ETWORK WHICH COMPRISES CAMPUSES OF EVERY KIND FROM ACROSS THE
COUNTRY THAT ARE WORKING WITH ,%!0 TO ARTICULATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS FOR LIBERAL EDUCATION
CONNECT EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES AND ASSESSMENTS TO THOSE EXPECTATIONS TRANSPARENTLY AND
ENSURE THAT ALL THEIR STUDENTS ACHIEVE THE ESSENTIAL LEARNING OUTCOMES
A PUBLIC ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN FOR LIBERAL EDUCATION CARRIED OUT NATIONALLY BY THE EDUCATIONAL
BUSINESS COMMUNITY AND POLICY LEADERS IN THE ,%!0 .ATIONAL ,EADERSHIP #OUNCIL AND
REGIONALLY THROUGH ADVOCACY INITIATIVES IN A SET OF PARTNER STATES
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by the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) in 2005 to align the goals for
college learning with the needs of the new global century. Extending the work of AAC&U’s
Greater Expectations initiative, LEAP seeks to engage the public with core questions about what
really matters in college, to give students a compass to guide their learning, and to make the aims
and outcomes of a liberal education—broad knowledge, intellectual and practical skills, personal
and social responsibility, and integrative learning—the expected framework for excellence at all
levels of education. The LEAP initiative is especially concerned with students who, historically, have
been underserved in higher education.

!!#5

,IBERAL %DUCATION AND !MERICA´S 0ROMISE ,%!0 is a decade-long national initiative launched

LEAP addresses the entire college curriculum, including both professional fields and the liberal arts
and sciences. The overarching principles that define liberal education changed fundamentally in the
early part of the twentieth century, when the academic disciplines displaced the classical “core”
curriculum. In the twenty-first century, the principles of liberal education are changing once again.
Contemporary liberal education has expanded to foster the deep learning and the practical skills
and experience that all students need. It has become more powerful by bridging the traditional
divides between “liberal” and “applied” learning in order to prepare all college students for success
in a diverse democracy and an interconnected world.
Through LEAP, AAC&U is working with campuses to accelerate the pace of change and to
organize local, regional, and national community and policy dialogues about the educational issues
at stake. At a time when so many are seeking a college education, students deserve far better
guidance on the kinds of learning that will serve them best in the era ahead. Highly intentional
planning, teaching, and assessment to improve learning and sustain all students’ engagement are
needed to ensure that students achieve the sophisticated outcomes expected from a contemporary
liberal education.
This publication is one in a series of publications supported by the LEAP initiative. The first LEAP
publication, Liberal Education Outcomes: A Preliminary Report on Student Achievement in College, makes
the case for the importance of a liberal education. Finding that national, standardized data present
conflicting pictures of student learning, the authors of Liberal Education Outcomes suggest that
campuses should focus on local efforts in teaching and assessment to significantly strengthen
student learning.
The major national report published by the LEAP National Leadership Council in 2007, College
Learning for the New Global Century, issued a call to educators and to the nation about the
importance of a set of essential learning outcomes. It argued that we must fulfill the promises of
education for all students who aspire to a college education, especially to those for whom college
is a route, perhaps the only possible route, to a better future. Based on extensive input from both
educators and employers, the recommendations in this report respond to the new global challenges
today’s students face. It describes the learning contemporary students need from college, and what
it will take to help them achieve it.
This publication builds on this earlier work and addresses the specific educational practices that will
enable students to achieve the outcomes they will need in this new global century.

/THER 4ITLES FROM ,IBERAL %DUCATION AND !MERICA´S 0ROMISE
—Liberal Education Outcomes: A Preliminary Report on Student Achievement in College (2005)
—Communicating Commitment to Liberal Education: A Self-Study Guide for Institutions (2006)
—Making the Case for Liberal Education: Responding to Challenges (2006)
—College Learning for the New Global Century (2007)
—Assessment in Cycles of Improvement: Faculty Designs for Essential Learning Outcomes (2007)

&OR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ,%!0 AND TO PURCHASE ,%!0 PUBLICATIONS
VISIT WWWAACUORGLEAP
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most important national challenge in higher education: helping America’s extraordinarily diverse
students reap the full benefits—economic, civic, and personal—of their studies in college. AAC&U
is pleased to publish this report, which builds upon and more deeply probes themes we first
explored in our major initiative, Greater Expectations (2000-06), and that we are advancing today
through our ten-year successor initiative, Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP).

George Kuh, whose work stands at the center of this report, is a member of the LEAP National
Leadership Council (NLC). In his NLC role, Kuh helped AAC&U spotlight and verify a set of
“effective educational practices” that, according to a growing array of research studies, are correlated
with positive educational results for students from widely varying backgrounds.
Summary descriptions of these effective educational practices were provided in an appendix to the
signature LEAP report, College Learning for the New Global Century (AAC&U 2007). An updated
version of that overview, with expanded supporting evidence, is presented in these pages (see
“High-Impact Educational Practices: A Brief Overview,” pp. 9-11).
Now, drawing on new research, Kuh takes the examination of effective educational practices to
another level. Probing data collected through the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE),
he shows that the practices the LEAP report authors initially described—with self-conscious
caution—as “effective” can now be appropriately labeled “high-impact” because of the substantial
educational benefits they provide to students.1
The results of participating in these high-impact practices, Kuh shows, are especially striking for
students who start further behind in terms of their entering academic test scores. The benefits
are similarly positive for students from communities that historically have been underserved in
higher education.
The question, of course, is whether underserved students actually participate either frequently or
equitably in these high-impact practices. Unhappily, as Kuh’s analytic table 3 (p. 16) makes plain,
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4HIS REPORT ON ±HIGH IMPACT EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES² SPEAKS DIRECTLY TO what is arguably our
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these high-impact practices still reach only a fraction of today’s college students. And, on
these metrics as with so many others, many subsets of college students are still waiting in line for
full inclusion.
Kuh tells us in these pages “what works” for student success, and especially for underserved student
success. Now it is up to the higher education community to make use of this emerging evidence.

%XPANDING THE -ARKERS FOR #OLLEGE 3TUDENT ±3UCCESS²
Conventionally, educational research has tended to report college student success—especially for
students from underserved backgrounds—in terms of access, retention, graduation and, sometimes,
grade point average. More nuanced student success studies probe deeper but nonetheless still work
around the edges of students’ actual learning. Such studies point to the retention effects of a
welcoming campus climate, supportive mentoring, and cohort engagement. But they do not speak
to students’ cumulative educational achievements across the multiple levels of the college curriculum.
Retention and graduation are best described as partial indicators of student success—necessary, but
scarcely sufficient. The college degree is meaningful, after all, only when it represents forms of
learning that are both valued by society and empowering to the individual. Twenty-first-century
metrics for student success need to capture that reality. They need to address evidence about the
quality of learning as well as evidence about persistence and completion.
Some of the core elements in an excellent education are enduring in every era: the development of
intellectual powers and capacities; ethical and civic preparation; personal growth and self-direction.
But the particulars of educational excellence are necessarily always in flux—necessarily, because
what counts as powerful knowledge must be periodically negotiated with the needs and realities
of a changing world. Today we are in the midst of transformative changes—environmental, global,
intercultural, technological, scientific—that have far-reaching implications for what counts as
empowering knowledge. On every front, the world itself is demanding more from educated people.
Across the nation (and around the globe), designs for college learning are changing in response.
In this context, the long-term “college success” question encompasses not only whether students
have earned a degree, but also whether graduates are in fact achieving the level of preparation—in
terms of knowledge, capabilities, and personal qualities—that will enable them to both thrive and
contribute in a fast-changing economy and in turbulent, highly demanding global, societal, and
often personal contexts. These questions drive the emerging discussion about “student learning
outcomes.” What do students need to know and be able to do? Did they succeed in meeting these
expected standards?
And, as Kuh’s important report makes clear, the new markers of student success also need to address
the question of how students spend their educational time in college. How frequently, and with
what results, do students engage in educational practices—curricular, cocurricular, and
pedagogical—that provide them with realistic opportunities to actually develop the kinds of
learning they need? How does such participation relate to expected learning outcomes?
These questions point us toward new and more comprehensive frameworks for judging student
success. Persistence still counts, of course. But as Kuh’s report demonstrates, a contemporary
framework for student success also needs to address both student learning outcomes and the kinds
of practices that foster intended outcomes.

,%!0 AND THE %SSENTIAL ,EARNING /UTCOMES
AAC&U has been hard at work on all these core educational challenges for several years, initially
through the Greater Expectations initiative (2000-06), and now through LEAP. Drawing on
multiyear dialogues with faculty, employers, and accreditors, LEAP has identified a set of student
learning outcomes that almost everyone regards as essential (see chart A).

Through the LEAP e-portfolio project,Valid Assessments of Learning in Undergraduate Education
(VALUE), AAC&U also is working on ways to assess students’ cumulative achievement of these
essential learning outcomes. Both in the articulation of essential student learning outcomes and in
the VALUE strategies for assessing authentic samples of student work, LEAP is building on faculty
and campus leadership across the nation.3 LEAP thus reflects and projects the best thinking of the
higher education community as a whole about what matters in college and about ways to help
students prepare for a volatile and challenging environment.

%SSENTIAL ,EARNING 5NCERTAIN !CHIEVEMENT
Naming something as essential does not mean that it is necessarily or easily achieved. Faculty know
very well that, even when students do cross the stage to receive their diplomas, not all of them
possess the full set of learning outcomes faculty themselves consider “essential.” Derek Bok,
president emeritus of Harvard and member of the LEAP National Leadership Council, shows in
considerable detail just how far students fall short on many of the LEAP essential learning
outcomes in his prize-winning 2005 book, Our Underachieving Colleges.
Employers, of course, are the constituency that many college students most want to impress. Today
employers are weighing in with their own perceptions of graduates’ underachievement. In
increasingly urgent tones, they are making plain their view that the college degree needs to
comprise something much more than forty courses and a major.
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In principle, if not yet in practice, this vision challenges higher education to “make excellence
inclusive,” by reaching out with data-informed intentionality to the kinds of students who have the
most to gain from this kind of learning, but who frequently are steered toward much narrower and
more limiting degree programs. It is not enough to report liberal education outcomes for the
fortunate while tracking college completion for everyone else, LEAP insists. Making excellence
inclusive means setting empowering educational goals for all students and not just for some of them.
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Informed by vigorous faculty and campus dialogue across the nation, the LEAP vision for student
learning places strong emphasis on global and intercultural learning, technological sophistication,
collaborative problem-solving, transferable skills, and real-world applications—both civic and
job-related. In all these emphases, LEAP repositions liberal education, no longer as just an option
for the fortunate few, but rather as the most practical and powerful preparation for “success” in all
its meanings: economic, societal, civic, and personal.

!!#5

As we have written elsewhere,2 these essential learning outcomes demonstrably build on the
enduring aims of a liberal education: broad knowledge, strong intellectual skills, a grounded sense of
ethical and civic responsibility. But the essential learning outcomes also move beyond the traditional
limits of liberal or liberal arts education, especially its self-imposed “nonvocational” identity and its
recent insistence on learning “for its own sake” rather than for its value in real-world contexts.
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Beginning in school, and continuing at successively higher levels across their college studies,
students should prepare for twenty-first-century challenges by gaining:
+NOWLEDGE OF (UMAN #ULTURES AND THE 0HYSICAL AND .ATURAL 7ORLD
4HROUGH STUDY IN THE SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS SOCIAL SCIENCES HUMANITIES
HISTORIES LANGUAGES AND THE ARTS

Focused by engagement with big questions, both contemporary and enduring

)NTELLECTUAL AND 0RACTICAL 3KILLS INCLUDING
)NQUIRY AND ANALYSIS
#RITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING
7RITTEN AND ORAL COMMUNICATION
1UANTITATIVE LITERACY
)NFORMATION LITERACY
4EAMWORK AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Practiced extensively, across the curriculum, in the context of progressively more challenging
problems, projects, and standards for performance

0ERSONAL AND 3OCIAL 2ESPONSIBILITY INCLUDING

#IVIC KNOWLEDGE AND ENGAGEMENT°LOCAL AND GLOBAL
)NTERCULTURAL KNOWLEDGE AND COMPETENCE
%THICAL REASONING AND ACTION
&OUNDATIONS AND SKILLS FOR LIFELONG LEARNING

Anchored through active involvement with diverse communities and real-world challenges

)NTEGRATIVE AND !PPLIED ,EARNING INCLUDING

3YNTHESIS AND ADVANCED ACCOMPLISHMENT ACROSS GENERAL AND SPECIALIZED STUDIES

Demonstrated through the application of knowledge, skills, and responsibilities to new settings
and complex problems
Note: This listing was developed through a multiyear dialogue with hundreds of colleges and universities about needed goals for
student learning; analysis of a long series of recommendations and reports from the business community; and analysis of the
accreditation requirements for engineering, business, nursing, and teacher education.The findings are documented in previous publications
of the Association of American Colleges and Universities: Greater Expectations: A New Vision for Learning as a Nation Goes
to College (2002), Taking Responsibility for Quality of the Baccalaureate Degree (2004), and Liberal Education
Outcomes: A Preliminary Report on Achievement in College (2005).
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* ratings on 10-point scale: 10 = recent college graduates are extremely well prepared on
each quality to succeed in entry-level positions or be promoted/advance within the company
Note:These findings are taken from a survey of employers commissioned by the Association of American Colleges and
Universities and conducted by Peter A. Hart Associates in November and December 2007. For a full report on the
survey and its complete findings, see www.aacu.org/leap.

The nation’s future, employers contend, depends on the United States’ ability to help a much larger
fraction of Americans achieve high levels of knowledge and skills. As a group, emplorers endorse the
economic value of the LEAP essential learning outcomes. But in their view, higher education needs
to place more emphasis on virtually all of these educational goals.
In AAC&U’s 2006 LEAP-commissioned survey of employers,4 63 percent reported that too many
college graduates lack the skills they need to succeed in the global economy. In 2007, in a follow-up
LEAP-commisioned survey,5 employers were asked to grade—on a scale of one to ten—college
graduates’ achievement of key learning outcomes (see chart B).
As chart B suggests, employers give graduates decidedly low marks on many outcomes they consider
very important, with global learning the most striking area of underpreparation. While the majority
of those surveyed view college graduates as ready for entry-level jobs, employers report that many
graduates lack the skills they need to be promoted.6
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#ONNECTING %SSENTIAL ,EARNING /UTCOMES WITH (IGH )MPACT 0RACTICES
&OSTERING "ROAD +NOWLEDGE OF (UMAN #ULTURES AND THE .ATURAL 7ORLD
#OMMON INTELLECTUAL EXPERIENCES EXPLORING ±BIG QUESTIONS² IN HISTORY
CULTURES SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

5NDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

,EARNING COMMUNITIES MULTIPLE COURSES LINKED TO A ±BIG QUESTION²
$IVERSITY CIVIC AND GLOBAL LEARNING
#APSTONE COURSES

3TRENGTHENING )NTELLECTUAL AND 0RACTICAL 3KILLS
&IRST YEAR SEMINARS AND EXPERIENCES

7RITING INTENSIVE COURSES ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

3KILL INTENSIVE COURSES QUANTITATIVE REASONING ORAL COMMUNICATION
AND INFORMATION LITERACY ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
#OLLABORATIVE ASSIGNMENTS AND PROJECTS
5NDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
)NTERNSHIPS

$EEPENING 0ERSONAL AND 3OCIAL 2ESPONSIBILITY
#OMMON INTELLECTUAL EXPERIENCES EXPLORING ±BIG QUESTIONS² IN HISTORY
CULTURE SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

$IVERSITY CIVIC AND GLOBAL LEARNING
%THICS INTENSIVE COURSES

#OLLABORATIVE ASSIGNMENTS AND PROJECTS
3ERVICE AND COMMUNITY BASED LEARNING

0RACTICING )NTEGRATIVE AND !PPLIED ,EARNING
,EARNING COMMUNITIES MULTIPLE COURSES LINKED TO A ±BIG QUESTION²

5NDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

3ERVICE AND COMMUNITY BASED LEARNING
)NTERNSHIPS

#APSTONE PROJECTS AND CULMINATING EXPERIENCES

(OW #AN 7E 2AISE 3TUDENTS´ ,EVEL OF ,EARNING
All these findings set the stage for the set of questions that George Kuh’s report now addresses:
How do we help students actually achieve the forms of learning that serve them best, in the
economy, in civic society, and in their own personal and family lives? How do we dramatically lift
the levels of college engagement and achievement for students who, two decades ago or more,
would not have been in college at all? How do we effectively raise the levels of accomplishment for
all students, with special attention to those whose life circumstances—first generation, low
income—may put them at particular educational risk?

As George Kuh kept reminding LEAP’s leaders through the many drafts of the 2007 LEAP report,
if the essential learning outcomes are goals, then our curricular, cocurricular, and pedagogical
practices need to be recognized as the means to achieving these larger educational ends. We can
help our students improve by making these kinds of practices the norm, rather than the exception.
But emphasizing high-impact practices is only part of the solution. The next step is to create clear
connections between intended learning outcomes and specific high-impact practices. As we
connect goals and practices, we can construct more “purposeful pathways” for students and more
“intentional institutions” in which all units work together to ensure that all students achieve the
outcomes they need and deserve. AAC&U, in fact, titled one of its Greater Expectations
publications Purposeful Pathways7 (2006) to emphasize this point—and to call for a much greater
level of coordination and intentionality not only within individual colleges and universities but also
across that all-too-gaping chasm between K-12 and higher education.
Purposeful Pathways reported, however, that its four separate research and advisory forums
…discovered few purposeful pathways throughout the college years that draw together both
general education and the majors and almost none that bridged high school and college. Rather,
the forums uncovered “faint trails” that only hint at what might emerge in the future.8
Since 2006, progress has certainly been made in developing and expanding access to the practices
described in this publication. We have made far too little progress in bringing all the pieces together
for all students.
The research Kuh presents in the following pages can help us turn those existing “faint trails” into
purposeful pathways that help more and more students move forward toward the learning they
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In this context, the question to be asked is not how we are doing but rather, how do we
improve? Or, more precisely, how do we create educational contexts and practices that help our
students improve?
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Yet reading ahead in this unfolding narrative, all the available evidence suggests that, whatever
measures we use, including the old-fashioned but still essential metric of faculty members’
considered judgment, many students are, in fact, underachieving.
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For the past few years, the nation has been obsessively engaged in the search for new systems of
assessment and accountability for what students are learning in college. Much of this discussion has
proceeded as though the only task at hand is the selection of the right measures and formats for
making college achievement “transparent.”

need and the successful futures they hope to create. Pointing to the multiple educational benefits of
high-impact practices, Kuh recommends that each institution take action to ensure that all students
participate in at least two of these practices. As he reminded me firmly when we discussed this
publication, it would take a “leap” indeed to achieve even this much.
These cautions notwithstanding, I would set our aspirations significantly higher.
If our goal is to help students achieve the essential learning outcomes that both educators and
employers endorse, then the long-term challenge is to transparently connect these intended
outcomes with students’ successful engagement in a thoughtfully planned sequence of high-impact
practices. Chart C shows how we can deploy selected high-impact practices to foster particular sets
of essential learning outcomes. It also reminds us of the fundamental educational truism that
repeated practice—at progressively higher levels of challenge and engagement—is the surest key to
high levels of achievement. And, encouragingly, chart C also reminds us that specific high-impact
practices can foster multiple learning outcomes.
Institutional leaders may protest nonetheless that the practices recommended in these pages are
labor-intensive and therefore costly. But concerns about cost need to be set in a larger context. We
live in a demanding, increasingly competitive global environment. The quality of citizens’ learning
has become our most important societal resource. If students leave college without the preparation
they need for this complex and volatile world, the long-term cost to them—and to our society—
will be cumulative and ultimately devastating.
Conversely, if these high-impact practices support both student persistence and heightened
achievement on essential learning outcomes, then wise leaders will find both the will and the wallet
to make them a top priority. With so much at stake, how can we not?
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&IRST 9EAR 3EMINARS AND %XPERIENCES
Many schools now build into the curriculum first-year seminars or other programs that bring small
groups of students together with faculty or staff on a regular basis. The highest-quality first-year
experiences place a strong emphasis on critical inquiry, frequent writing, information literacy,
collaborative learning, and other skills that develop students’ intellectual and practical competencies.
First-year seminars can also involve students with cutting-edge questions in scholarship and with
faculty members’ own research.

#OMMON )NTELLECTUAL %XPERIENCES
The older idea of a “core” curriculum has evolved into a variety of modern forms, such as a set
of required common courses or a vertically organized general education program that includes
advanced integrative studies and/or required participation in a learning community (see below).
These programs often combine broad themes—e.g., technology and society, global
interdependence—with a variety of curricular and cocurricular options for students.
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4HE FOLLOWING TEACHING AND LEARNING PRACTICES have been widely tested and have been
shown to be beneficial for college students from many backgrounds.10 These practices take many
different forms, depending on learner characteristics and on institutional priorities and contexts.
On many campuses, assessment of student involvement in active learning practices such as these has
made it possible to assess the practices’ contribution to students’ cumulative learning. However, on
almost all campuses, utilization of active learning practices is unsystematic, to the detriment of
student learning. Presented below are brief descriptions of high-impact practices that educational
research suggests increase rates of student retention and student engagement. The rest of this
publication will explore in more detail why these types of practices are effective, which students
have access to them, and, finally, what effect they might have on different cohorts of students.
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,EARNING #OMMUNITIES
The key goals for learning communities are to encourage integration of learning across courses and
to involve students with “big questions” that matter beyond the classroom. Students take two or
more linked courses as a group and work closely with one another and with their professors. Many
learning communities explore a common topic and/or common readings through the lenses of
different disciplines. Some deliberately link “liberal arts” and “professional courses”; others feature
service learning (see p. 11).

7RITING )NTENSIVE #OURSES
These courses emphasize writing at all levels of instruction and across the curriculum, including
final-year projects. Students are encouraged to produce and revise various forms of writing for
different audiences in different disciplines. The effectiveness of this repeated practice “across the
curriculum” has led to parallel efforts in such areas as quantitative reasoning, oral communication,
information literacy, and, on some campuses, ethical inquiry.

#OLLABORATIVE !SSIGNMENTS AND 0ROJECTS
Collaborative learning combines two key goals: learning to work and solve problems in the company
of others, and sharpening one’s own understanding by listening seriously to the insights of others,
especially those with different backgrounds and life experiences. Approaches range from study groups
within a course, to team-based assignments and writing, to cooperative projects and research.

5NDERGRADUATE 2ESEARCH
Many colleges and universities are now providing research experiences for students in all disciplines.
Undergraduate research, however, has been most prominently used in science disciplines. With
strong support from the National Science Foundation and the research community, scientists are
reshaping their courses to connect key concepts and questions with students’ early and active
involvement in systematic investigation and research. The goal is to involve students with actively
contested questions, empirical observation, cutting-edge technologies, and the sense of excitement
that comes from working to answer important questions.

$IVERSITY'LOBAL ,EARNING
Many colleges and universities now emphasize courses and programs that help students explore
cultures, life experiences, and worldviews different from their own. These studies—which may
address U.S. diversity, world cultures, or both—often explore “difficult differences” such as racial,
ethnic, and gender inequality, or continuing struggles around the globe for human rights, freedom,
and power. Frequently, intercultural studies are augmented by experiential learning in the
community and/or by study abroad.

3ERVICE ,EARNING #OMMUNITY "ASED ,EARNING
In these programs, field-based “experiential learning” with community partners is an instructional
strategy—and often a required part of the course. The idea is to give students direct experience
with issues they are studying in the curriculum and with ongoing efforts to analyze and solve
problems in the community. A key element in these programs is the opportunity students have to
both apply what they are learning in real-world settings and reflect in a classroom setting on their
service experiences. These programs model the idea that giving something back to the community
is an important college outcome, and that working with community partners is good preparation
for citizenship, work, and life.

)NTERNSHIPS
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Whether they’re called “senior capstones” or some other name, these culminating experiences
require students nearing the end of their college years to create a project of some sort that
integrates and applies what they’ve learned. The project might be a research paper, a performance,
a portfolio of “best work,” or an exhibit of artwork. Capstones are offered both in departmental
programs and, increasingly, in general education as well.

( ) ' ( ) - 0! # 4 0 2 ! # 4 ) # % 3

#APSTONE #OURSES AND 0ROJECTS
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Internships are another increasingly common form of experiential learning. The idea is to provide
students with direct experience in a work setting—usually related to their career interests—and to
give them the benefit of supervision and coaching from professionals in the field. If the internship is
taken for course credit, students complete a project or paper that is approved by a faculty member.
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More than anything else, being an educated person means being able to see connections
that allow one to make sense of the world and act within it in creative ways. Every one
of the qualities I have described here—listening, reading, talking, writing, puzzle solving,
truth seeking, seeing through other people’s eyes, leading, working in a community—is
finally about connecting.
[William Cronon, “Only Connect: The Goals of a Liberal Education,” Liberal Education
85, no. 1 (1999): 12]
)´VE VISITED DOZENS OF CAMPUSES OVER THE PAST DECADE TO MEET WITH FACULTY ADMINISTRATORS
STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF TRUSTEES and—on fewer occasions than I would like—students. Across all of
these groups, the most-asked question is, what is the one thing we should do to increase student
engagement and success on our campus?

Until recently, I avoided answering this question for two reasons. First, we hadn’t yet learned enough
from the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) and other sources to be confident about
whether some educational programs and activities were more important to student success than
others. Just about all the behaviors and institutional conditions represented on the NSSE survey are
positively linked to desired outcomes of college, so calling attention to one set of activities seemed
counterproductive. A second reason for hedging on an answer was that decades of research showed
that student development is a cumulative process shaped by many events and experiences, inside
and outside the classroom. Recent research on the relationships among student characteristics,
engagement, and outcomes adds an additional layer of complexity to our understanding. Many of the
effects of college are conditional11 in that some students appear to benefit more than others from the
same educational programs or practices, all things considered.12


\

#HANCELLOR´S 0ROFESSOR AND $IRECTOR

At the same time, there is growing evidence that—when done well—some programs and activities
appear to engage participants at levels that elevate their performance across multiple engagement
and desired-outcomes measures such as persistence. The Association of American Colleges and
Universities listed ten of the more promising “high-impact” activities in its 2007 report, College
Learning for a New Global Century. These activities are described here on pages 9-11. They include
first-year seminars, common intellectual experiences, learning communities, service learning,
undergraduate research, study abroad, and other experiences with diversity, internships, and
capstone courses and projects.
Table 1 summarizes the strong positive effects associated with participation in six of these highimpact activities in terms of first-year and senior student self-reported gains in three clusters of
learning and personal development outcomes, and in engaging in deep approaches to learning
(see appendix A for details on deep/integrative learning). In contrast to surface-level learning,
deep-level processing emphasizes both acquiring information and understanding the underlying
meaning of the information. Deep approaches to learning are important because students who use
these approaches tend to earn higher grades and retain, integrate, and transfer information at higher
rates.13 Students who have these experiences are also more engaged overall in the clusters of
effective educational practices represented by the NSSE (see table 2).

7HY 3OME %DUCATIONAL !CTIVITIES !RE 5NUSUALLY %FFECTIVE
What is it about these high-impact activities that appear to be so effective with students?
First, these practices typically demand that students devote considerable time and effort to
purposeful tasks; most require daily decisions that deepen students’ investment in the activity as well
as their commitment to their academic program and the college. Consider, for example, a writingintensive first-year seminar with twenty-five or fewer students that is team-taught by a faculty
member (who also is the adviser for the students in the seminar) and an upper-division peer mentor
or instructor. The composition of the instructional team coupled with the size of the course ensures
that every student will get to know at least one faculty member well in the first year of college, in
addition to the other students in the class. Advising is no longer a once-a-semester meeting with a
person the student hardly knows, but an ongoing set of conversations about issues students are
facing in real time. Because the seminar is writing-intensive, students must also put forth more
effort. They benefit more, especially when they get frequent feedback from the faculty member,
peer mentor, and other students in the course. Similar patterns of benefits are reported by students
who study abroad, in that they engage more frequently in educationally purposeful activities upon
returning to their home campuses and report gaining more from college compared with their peers
who do not study abroad.
Second, the nature of these high-impact activities puts students in circumstances that essentially
demand they interact with faculty and peers about substantive matters, typically over extended
periods of time. A human-scale first-year seminar makes anonymity impossible, fosters face-to-face
interaction, and fuels feedback. Students who do research with a faculty member spend a fair
amount of time with that faculty member; as a result, students learn firsthand how a faculty
member thinks and deals with the inevitable challenges that crop up in the course of an
investigation. Students who do research with faculty also are more likely to persist, gain more
intellectually and personally, and choose a research-related field as a career.14 Collaborative problembased assignments in the context of a course set the stage for developing a meaningful relationship
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with another person on campus—a faculty or staff member, student, coworker, or supervisor. These
and other high-impact practices put students in the company of mentors and advisers as well as
peers who share intellectual interests and are committed to seeing that students succeed.
Third, participating in one or more of these activities increases the likelihood that students will
experience diversity through contact with people who are different from themselves. Study abroad
or other cross-cultural experiences are natural venues for this. But so are learning communities,
courses that feature service learning, and internships and other field placements such as student
teaching. These experiences often challenge students to develop new ways of thinking about and
responding immediately to novel circumstances as they work side by side with peers on intellectual
and practical tasks, inside and outside the classroom, on and off campus.
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4HE #OMPENSATORY %FFECTS OF %NGAGEMENT
The effects of participating in high-impact practices are positive for all types of students (see
appendix B). But, historically underserved students tend to benefit more from engaging in
educational purposeful activities than majority students.15 Sadly, as table 3 shows, some groups of
historically underserved students are less likely to participate in high-impact activities—those first
in their family to attend college and African American students in particular.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the boost underserved students receive from engagement relative to
other students. The vertical axis in figure 1 represents first-year grade point average, and the
horizontal axis represents engagement based on nineteen items from the NSSE survey (appendix
C). The colored lines represent students with different average ACT scores, a measure of precollege
achievement. The gradual left-to-right rise in the lines correlated with engagement indicates that
students who devote more effort to educationally purposeful activities earn higher grades in the
first college year. However, the slope of the line for students with the lowest average ACT score
level is somewhat greater, suggesting that as they become more engaged they make up ground in
terms of their grades in the first college year. In this sense, engagement has a conditional,
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Finally, it can be life changing to study abroad, participate in service learning, conduct research with
a faculty member, or complete an internship. That is why doing one or more of these activities in
the context of a coherent, academically challenging curriculum that appropriately infuses
opportunities for active, collaborative learning increases the odds that students will be prepared
to—in the words of William Cronon—“just connect.” Such an undergraduate experience deepens
learning and brings one’s values and beliefs into awareness; it helps students develop the ability to
take the measure of events and actions and put them in perspective. As a result, students better
understand themselves in relation to others and the larger world, and they acquire the intellectual
tools and ethical grounding to act with confidence for the betterment of the human condition.

( ) ' ( ) - 0! # 4 0 2 ! # 4 ) # % 3

Fifth, participation in these activities provides opportunities for students to see how what they are
learning works in different settings, on and off campus. These opportunities to integrate, synthesize,
and apply knowledge are essential to deep, meaningful learning experiences. While internships and
field placements are obvious venues, service learning and study abroad require students to work with
their peers beyond the classroom and test what they are learning in unfamiliar situations. Similarly,
working with a faculty member on research shows students firsthand how experts deal with the
messy, unscripted problems that come up when experiments do not turn out as expected. A welldesigned culminating experience such as a performance or portfolio of best work can also be a
springboard for connecting learning to the world beyond the campus. NSSE results show a net
positive relationship for students who have had some form of culminating experience after
controlling for a host of student and institutional variables (see tables 1 and 2; also appendix B).

!!#5

Fourth, even though the structures and settings of high-impact activities differ, students typically
get frequent feedback about their performance in every one. Working with a faculty member on
research, having a paper checked by a peer writing tutor prior to turning it in, and having one’s
performance evaluated by the internship supervisor are all rich with opportunities for immediate
formal and informal feedback. Indeed, because students perform in close proximity to supervisors
or peers, feedback is almost continuous. In addition, NSSE 2007 results show that students who
receive feedback during or after working on a research project with a faculty member are more
likely to report that their relationships with faculty are friendly or supportive.
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compensatory effect on their first-year grades. Figure 2 shows a similar compensatory effect for the
grades of Hispanic students compared with their white counterparts.
A similar effect exists between engagement and the odds that a student will return to the same
institution for the second year of college (figure 3). That is, while engagement and persistence are
positively correlated for all students, engagement has a compensatory effect for African American
students relative to white students in that as the African American students become more engaged,
they also become more likely to surpass white students in the likelihood they will persist.
Thus, while participation in effective educational activities generally benefits all students, the
salutary effects are even greater for students who begin college at lower achievement levels, as well
as students of color, compared with white students.

(OW $O 7E 2AISE !CHIEVEMENT
So, today when I am asked, what one thing can we do to enhance student engagement and increase
student success? I now have an answer: make it possible for every student to participate in at least
two high-impact activities during his or her undergraduate program, one in the first year, and one
taken later in relation to the major field. The obvious choices for incoming students are first-year
seminars, learning communities, and service learning. Common intellectual content should be a
nonnegotiable organizing principle for these early college experiences; when students have read and
discussed some of the same material in one or more classes, they are more likely to talk with their
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peers about these ideas outside of class, which infuses a measure of intellectual vitality into the
campus culture. In the later years of college, study abroad, internships and other field experiences,
and culminating experiences are all possible.
Ideally, institutions would structure the curriculum and other learning opportunities so that one
high-impact activity is available to every student every year. This is a goal worth striving for, but only after
a school has scaled up the number of students—especially those from historically underserved
groups—who have such experiences in the first year and later in their studies. In the short term,
making high-impact activities more widely experienced should have a demonstrable impact in
terms of student persistence and satisfaction as well as desired learning outcomes.
Certainly students can do other things during college that confer benefits similar to those of
high-impact activities—writing for the student newspaper, working in an office or program on
campus, participating in an honors program, being a leader for a student organization or campus
committee, and playing intercollegiate athletics, to name a few. But these opportunities—with the
exception of working on campus—too often are limited to small numbers of students, especially on
large campuses.
If faculty and staff made these and other effective educational activities commonly available to every
student, perhaps colleges and universities could do a better job in helping students compensate for
shortcomings in academic preparation and create a culture that fosters student success. But left to
their own devices, many students and faculty members may not do these things. Educationally
effective institutions recognize this and create incentives to induce purposeful behavior toward these
ends. Depending on the circumstances, some institutions, for example, assign all students to a learning
community; require two or more writing-intensive courses in all majors; and expect students to
participate in some form of culminating senior experience, such as a field placement, internship, or
capstone project or paper. My coauthors and I provided examples of what these look like in different
institutional settings in Student Success in College: Creating Conditions That Matter.16 AAC&U has provided
many other examples in Peer Review and on the LEAP Web site (www.aacu.org/advocacy/leap/index.cfm).
While high-impact activities are appealing for the reasons just outlined, to engage students at high
levels, these practices must be done well. In addition, institutions must scale them up so that enough
opportunities are available in each activity area and every student has a real chance to participate.
Although these and other high-impact activities are promising, more information is needed about
their structural features, and whether certain types of students are more likely to take advantage of
them and how they benefit from the experience. For example, in Experiences That Matter: Enhancing
Student Learning and Success, NSSE17 reported that
STUDENTS WHO DO A CAPSTONE SEMINAR THAT REQUIRES A ½NAL PRODUCT OR PERFORMANCE GAIN MORE
IN DESIRED AREAS COMPARED WITH THEIR PEERS WHOSE CAPSTONES DO NOT REQUIRE A ½NAL PRODUCT
OR PERFORMANCE
STUDENTS WHO DEVOTE MORE TIME TO AN INQUIRY ACTIVITY BENE½T MORE
FACULTY GUIDANCE AND FEEDBACK IN THE COURSE OF AN INDEPENDENT OR COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH
PROJECT ENRICHES LEARNING AS REPRESENTED BY STUDENT SELF REPORTED GAINS
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The last bullet
 is a reminder of the important role faculty members play in creating a climate
conducive to engagement and learning. Other research has demonstrated the positive relationships
between faculty teaching practices and student engagement, learning, and persistence.18 We know
data and results from the Faculty Survey of Student Engagement (FSSE) that at
from NSSE
institutions with better-than-expected graduation rates, faculty members are more likely to use
engaging
classroom pedagogical practices.19
What faculty think and value also makes a difference, especially as to whether students will
participate in high-impact practices. Figure 5 illustrates this by showing that the more faculty

members at a given school value an activity and think it is important that students at their
#5,-).!4).'
%80%2)%.#%
institution participate in it, the more likely it is that students will
participate.3%.)/2
For example,
an
2%3%!2#( 7)4( ! &!#5,49 -%-"%2
analysis of
2007 NSSE and FSSE results indicate that on a campus
where the average faculty
345$9 !"2/!$
member believes undergraduate participation in learning communities is only somewhat important,
only 3 percent of first-year students become involved in this activity (figure 4). In contrast, at

institutions where the typical faculty member agrees that learning communities are very important,
3OMEWHAT )MPORTANT
)MPORTANT
6ERY )MPORTANT
55 percent of first-year students participate. This also holds for student participation and the
importance faculty place on!VERAGE
culminating
senior experiences,
research
with
a faculty member, and
)MPORTANCE
&ACULTY 0LACE
ON THE
%XPERIENCE
study abroad (figure 5). For each activity, an increase of one category in the average importance
faculty place on the activity—from somewhat important to important or from important to very
important—corresponds to about a 20 percent increase in student participation.
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Of course, what faculty think and value does not necessarily impel students to take part in highimpact activities or engage in other educationally purposeful practices. Rather, when large numbers
of faculty and staff at an institution endorse the worth of an activity, members of the campus
community are more likely to agree to devote their own time and energy to it, as well as provide
other resources to support it—all of which increases the likelihood that the activities will be
available to large numbers of students and that the campus culture will encourage student
participation in the activities.

&INAL 7ORDS
Student engagement is not a silver bullet, and there are limits to what colleges and universities can
realistically do to help students overcome years of educational disadvantages. At the same time,
engaging in educationally purposeful activities helps level the playing field, especially for students
from low-income family backgrounds and others who have been historically underserved.
Moreover, engagement increases the odds that any student—educational and social background
notwithstanding—will attain his or her educational and personal objectives, acquire the skills and
competencies demanded by the challenges of the twenty-first century, and enjoy the intellectual
and monetary gains associated with the completion of the baccalaureate degree.
Most institutions can increase student engagement and success by more consistently using what the
research shows are promising policies and effective educational activities and practices. Almost every
college or university offers some form of every high-impact practice described here. But at too
many institutions, only small numbers of students are involved. The time has come for colleges and
universities to make participating in high-impact activities a reality—and a priority—for every student.
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$ISCUSSING IDEAS WITH FACULTY MEMBERS OUTSIDE OF CLASS
$ISCUSSING IDEAS WITH OTHERS OUTSIDE OF CLASS
!NALYZING THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF AN IDEA EXPERIENCE OR THEORY
3YNTHESIZING AND ORGANIZING IDEAS INFORMATION OR EXPERIENCE
-AKING JUDGEMENTS ABOUT THE VALUE OF INFORMATION
!PPLYING THEORIES TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS OR IN NEW SITUATIONS
%XAMINING THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OR YOUR OWN VIEWS
4RYING TO BETTER UNDERSTAND SOMEONE ELSE´S VIEWS
,EARNING SOMETHING THAT CHANGED HOW YOU UNDERSTAND AN ISSUE
Source: Thomas F. Nelson Laird, Rick Shoup, George D. Kuh, and M. J. Schwarz, “The Effects of Discipline
on Deep Approaches to Student Learning and College Outcomes,” Research in Higher Education 49, no. 6
(2008): 469–494.
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!SKED QUESTIONS IN CLASS OR CONTRIBUTED TO CLASS DISCUSSIONS



0REPARED TWO OR MORE DRAFTS OF A PAPER OR ASSIGNMENT BEFORE TURNING IT IN
#OME TO CLASS WITHOUT COMPLETING READINGS OR ASSIGNMENTS
7ORKED WITH OTHER STUDENTS ON PROJECTS DURING CLASS
7ORKED WITH CLASSMATES OUTSIDE OF CLASS TO PREPARE CLASS ASSIGNMENTS
4UTORED OR TAUGHT OTHER STUDENTS PAID OR VOLUNTARY
0ARTICIPATED IN A COMMUNITY BASED PROJECT AS PART OF A REGULAR COURSE
5SED AN ELECTRONIC MEDIUM LISTSERV CHAT GROUP )NTERNET ETC TO DISCUSS OR COMPLETE
AN ASSIGNMENT
5SED E MAIL TO COMMUNICATE WITH AN INSTRUCTOR
$ISCUSSED GRADES OR ASSIGNMENTS WITH AN INSTRUCTOR
4ALKED ABOUT CAREER PLANS WITH A FACULTY MEMBER OR ADVISOR
$ISCUSSED IDEAS FROM YOUR READINGS OR CLASSES WITH FACULTY MEMBERS OUTSIDE OF CLASS
2ECEIVED PROMPT FEEDBACK FROM FACULTY ON YOUR ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE WRITTEN OR ORAL
7ORKED HARDER THAN YOU THOUGHT YOU COULD TO MEET AN INSTRUCTOR´S STANDARDS OR EXPECTATIONS
7ORKED WITH FACULTY MEMBERS ON ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN COURSEWORK COMMITTEES ORIENTATION
STUDENT LIFE ACTIVITIES ETC
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\

-ADE A CLASS PRESENTATION

\

! SUMMATIVE SCALE OF NINETEEN .33% ITEMS MEASURING STUDENT INTERACTION WITH FACULTY
EXPERIENCES WITH DIVERSE OTHERS AND INVOLVEMENT IN OPPORTUNITIES FOR ACTIVE AND
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
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3CALE OF %DUCATIONALLY 0URPOSEFUL !CTIVITIES

$ISCUSSED IDEAS FROM YOUR READINGS OR CLASSES WITH OTHERS OUTSIDE OF CLASS STUDENTS
FAMILY MEMBERS COWORKERS ETC
(AD SERIOUS CONVERSATIONS WITH STUDENTS OF A DIFFERENT RACE OR ETHNICITY THAN YOUR OWN
(AD SERIOUS CONVERSATIONS WITH STUDENTS WHO DIFFER FROM YOU IN TERMS OF THEIR RELIGIOUS
BELIEFS POLITICAL OPINIONS OR PERSONAL VALUES
#RONBACH´S !LPHA #OEF½CIENT FOR )NTERNAL #ONSISTENCY 
.33% 2ESPONSE 3ET   ³6ERY OFTEN ´³/FTEN ´³/CCASIONALLY ´³.EVER´    ³6ERY OFTEN ´³/FTEN ´³3OMETIMES ´³.EVER´

Source: George D. Kuh, Jillian Kinzie,Ty Cruce, Rick Shoup, and Robert M. Gonyea, Connecting the Dots: MultiFaceted Analyses of the NSSE, and the Institutional Practices and Conditions that Foster Student Success
(Bloomington, Indiana: Center for Postsecondary Research, 2006). nsse.iub.edu/pdf/Connecting_the_Dots__Report.pdf
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An earlier version of the present study was published in Experiences That Matter: Enhancing
Student Learning and Success, a fall 2007 report from the National Survey of Student
Engagement.
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An extensive literature has established the value of active, engaged, and collaborative forms
of learning for students. The effective educational practices described in here reflect more
than two decades of work on campus to translate these broad research findings into
curriculum and pedagogy. The recommended practices, while not exhaustive, provide a
“cornerstone to capstone” framing that potentially fosters active intellectual engagement
and practice across the entire educational experience. Research findings on the benefits of
first-year experiences, learning communities, diversity learning, service learning,
undergraduate research, and collaborative/cooperative learning are summarized in Ernest T.
Pascarella and Patrick T. Terenzini, How College Affects Students (Volume 2) A Third Decade of
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(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001), 54–62; Derek Bok, Our Underachieving
Colleges (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006), 82–101. For experiential
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reflection in service learning, see Patricia M. King and Matthew J. Mayhew, “Moral
Judgment Development in Higher Education: Insights from the Defining Issues Test,”
Journal of Moral Education 33, no. 3, (2002): 247-270; Patricia M. King and Matthew J.
Mayhew, “Theory and Research on the Development of Moral Reasoning among College
Students,” Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research, vol. XIX, (2004): 375-440. For
“science as science is done,” see Judith A. Ramaley and Rosemary R. Haggett, “Engaged
and Engaging Science: A Component of a Good Liberal Education, Peer Review 7, no. 2
(2005), 8–12; Eugenia Etkina, Jose P. Mestre, and Angela M. O’Donnell, “The Impact of the
Cognitive Revolution on Science Learning and Teaching,” in The Cognitive Revolution in
Educational Psychology, James M. Royer, ed. (Greenwich, CT: Information Age, 2005),
119–64. While the research on capstone experiences is scant, Pascarella and Terenzini report
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provide for . . . integration.” How College Affects Students: Findings and Insights from Twenty
Years of Research (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1991), 619. See also How College Affects
Students,Volume 2, A Third Decade of Research, 608. For two influential summaries that helped
to accelerate campus-based work on engaged and active learning and its assessment, see
Study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in American Higher Education, Involvement
in Learning (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, 1984); Arthur W. Chickering
and Zelda F. Gamson, eds., Applying the Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate
Education, New Directions for Teaching and Learning, no. 47 (San Francisco, CA: JosseyBass, 1991). The National Study of Student Engagement provides a set of metrics that
enables a campus to indicate the extent to which its students are participating in various
forms of active practice, such as extensive writing, integrative learning assignments, and
capstone/culminating projects.
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